A Strategic Partnership in Research for Development
We thank the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad) for its significant support of
research initiatives at CIAT.
We also look forward to strengthening the Center’s partnership with Norad and to aligning some of our
initiatives more closely with its priorities. In addition, we welcome continued effort to identify opportunities
for research and institutional cooperation between Norwegian partners and colleagues in developing
countries.
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The Program and its partners helped build strong momentum for the
implementation of gender-responsive, participatory approaches in
agricultural research both within and beyond the CGIAR. The Program
demonstrated that participatory research and gender analysis:
• Embody rigorous methods that are scientifically grounded,
confirming that their use significantly improves the relevance of
research to the poor, especially women.
• Produce broad impacts on the design of technologies and resourcemanagement options that are well suited to end users’ needs,
thereby significantly reducing the likelihood of farmers rejecting the
technologies developed.
• Produce process impacts in the form of human and social capital,
which help make rural development and innovation more relevant to
poor farmers, especially women.
• Are especially beneficial to women and to the poorest and most
marginalized groups—all of whom remain frequently overlooked by
conventional research.
• Are cost-efficient, primarily because of increased impact and more
efficient technology development.
• Are being used by a large and growing number of CGIAR and
national program scientists.
The Program also distilled these major lessons from its work, which
continue to influence how participatory research and gender analysis are
approached in the CGIAR:
• Despite increasing interest in participatory approaches, the use of
gender analysis requires more attention.
• The CGIAR Centers have not achieved a critical mass in the use of
participatory research and gender analysis methods.
• There is a great and unmet need for capacity development in the use
of these methods.
• In CGIAR research where participatory approaches were applied,
experimentation with these methods enhanced learning, but much
of it remained isolated. More effort is required to fully mainstream
participatory approaches through policy and institutional change.
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